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RAISING
OPPOSITES

LOVING PUPS INTO THE LIFE
THEY WERE BORN FOR.

MILANI & ME

WHEN THE LIFE THAT’S CHANGED
IS NOT THE ONE YOU EXPECTED.

#30STORIESFOR30YEARS

TALES OF EXTRAORDINARY DOGS, AS TOLD BY
THOSE THAT LOVE THEM.

ABOUT PADS
MISSION

PADS breeds, raises, trains
and supports certified
assistance dogs, partnering
them with people living
with disabilities, and
with community care
professionals.

VISION

PADS strives to become a
pre-eminent, internationally
recognized source for dogs
certified to ADI standards
by providing top quality
breeding, training and
program delivery in the
assistance dog industry.

VALUES

Gratitude | We are grateful for the support of our community and
those who share our mission.
Respect | We hold in high esteem those who support our mission
with their time, their money, or their actions. We are kind to our
dogs and always consider their dignity and health.
Accountability | We exhibit a high level of care and conduct
when considering or taking action.
Integrity | We are sincere and genuine when we consider or take
action.
Trust | We appreciate those who place their confidence in us, and
we act in ways to maintain that level of faith in our mission.
Transparency | We conduct ourselves openly and consider
stakeholders and the community as our partners in the fulfillment
of our mission.

OUR COVER MODELS

PADS Reese (Black Labrador) introduces her puppy-raiser Wendy’s new recruit PADS Tonka (Yellow Labrador) to the finer art of
Rock Perching, a much enjoyed and celebrated tradition of PADS puppies in our Calgary program.
The beautiful cover photo was taken right before Reese left
Calgary to return to the PADS campus in Burnaby, passing the
torch to the next generation. Reese (below with “sister” Pepper
& new recruit PADS Vesper) has graduated into PADS breeding
program in Burnaby, and Tonka (right) is GROWING and
learning in Calgary.

#WOOF!

CONTACT US

We’re social! Want to get daily doses of adorable
PADS puppies, and inspiring stories? Follow us on
your favourite social network. Tag photos of PADS
dogs with @PADSdogs or #PADSdogname (i.e.
#PADSmilan).

facebook.com/padsfb
@padsdogs

BURNABY
9048 Stormont Avenue
Burnaby, BC V3N 4G6
604.527.0556
Fax: 604.527.0558
E-mail: info@pads.ca

CALGARY
PO Box 451, Stn M
Calgary, AB, T2P 9Z9
1.877.292.1765 (Option 4)
Fax: 587.323.1852
E-mail: calgary@pads.ca

OKANAGAN
Box 77
Enderby, BC, V0E 1V0
1.877.292.1765 (Option 6)
REGISTERED CHARITY #: 89225 2347 RR0001
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REFLECTING BACK. MOVING AHEAD!
PADS was born of humble beginnings. A small group of
passionate people believed they could provide individuals who
were deaf or hard of hearing the companionship and life-saving
gift of canine “ears”. Much has changed since then, and yet...
much has remained the same. No longer is Ron training dogs in
his garage because it’s the only space we have. Yet, because our
advanced kennel is filled to the rafters with dogs and trainers,
we now have three advanced trainers doing just that, training
dogs in their “garages”. Rob (Nanaimo, BC), Miranda (Calgary,
AB) and Dana (Mission, BC) are each training strings of dogs
from their homes.
The willingness of the PADS volunteeers and training
department to step up in unconventional ways has meant that
at our last graduation record numbers of service, hearing and
accredited facility dogs were matched with waiting clients. We
are so grateful for the resilience and flexibility of our team.

Today we are a thriving, growing organization. As I sit looking
out at the cool November BC rain, my mind lingers on the
special people, dogs and moments that make PADS what it has
been, what is it today, and what it will be. They flit in and out in
no particular order, but they hold such meaning and joy.
The black and white photo above was taken in 1996, the day we
broke ground on the construction of our advanced kennel. Mrs
Billie Mitchell is as steadfast today as ever, the “today” photo
taken at graduation in October. Her commitment to PADS is
profound, and I take seriously her challenge of seeing PADS in
a permanent home in her lifetime (our President, Rick DeHart
provides a wonderful update on these efforts on page 3).
The donors over the years. The ones that come and find me
at events just to say hello, that exude such joy in supporting
PADS. Year after year, they faithfully and quietly sponsor puppy
after puppy, not all of these puppies make it, but so very many
do, and their commitment of these donors is what make this
possible. Our many faithful PADS Partners that give to PADS
every month are listed on page 16, they are our core and our
future.

The volunteers that have faithfully, quietly served year after year
(and some dog after dog)...
•

Marnie, who comes to our office each and every week - and
has for over two decades.

•

Wayne and Joan Hunter organizing, prepping, cleaning, with
such hearts for serving our clients.

•

Brian Smith, a 12 time puppy-raiser (& 100 time puppysitter, rescuer, picker-upper), who is championing PADS
Okanagan every single day striving to see 15 dogs being
raised in the region (read more about his and Shona’s efforts
on pages 14 & 15).

Our staff, I have the privilege of working each and every
day with exceptional people. In most organizations there
are passionate people, but when I look at my team, I am
overwhelmed at their heart. From the cell phones that get
answered at 3 am when a dog goes into labour or a puppy is
sick. To the admin team that works, sometimes around the clock,
leading up to events. They show up with enthusiasm and joy,
even when sleep deprived. I’ve watched “kids” grow up in this
organization from young volunteers to internationally recognized
leaders in their field. This makes me so proud that we are an
organization that retains such phenomenal talent.
At PADS we have some
special days - Magic
Mondays, the Monday each
new litter arrives at PADS for
their 8 week assessments
(this is sweet PADS Puma
at right). There is much
cuddling and snuggling, and
there is nothing quite like a
brand new pup in their tiny
yellow coat.Except maybe
Fabulous Fridays, the day
team training finishes and
our clients successfully pass their
testing. The day they go home to begin their new life, supported
by an extraordinary friend on four legs...
But I save the very best for last... our extraordinary clients and
their dogs. With enough time and coffee, sitting and sharing
the stories of our clients would take me days... but I encourage
you to read this issue. Be sure to pull out your tissues, perhaps
I should be more immune by now, and yet, these pages fill my
cup...and often leave me weepy with joy.
I thank you for the privilege of leading this organization, I look
forward to watching the next 30 years unfold.

Laura Watamanuk, Executive Director
604.527.0556 x.224 | laura@pads.ca
PAWS FOR THOUGHT
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

The past year at PADS has been a whirlwind of activities. We started our 30th year in
February with the For the Love of Dog Anniversary Gala, which was a huge success
despite a record breaking snow storm the day of the event. We were happy to have
raised over $50,000 and we are excited to announce that the For the Love of Dog Gala
will become an annual event.
PADS has continued to shine on both the national and international stages, helping set
the standards for assistance dog training and breeding. PADS Executive Director, Laura
Watamanuk, is a regular guest at conferences and meetings and plays a very important
part in conversations regarding the regulation of the Assistance Dog world. Recently,
our very own breeding manager, Jackie Clark, was voted onto the Assistance Dogs
International Breeding Cooperative Steering Committee.
PADS Calgary has just moved into their permanent home alongside the Chasin’ Tails
Dog Care Centre in Calgary – their first permanent home in 15 years, our Okanagan
campus has grown exponentially, thanks to the amazing dedication and hard work of
volunteers Brian Smith and Shona Gagnon, and with two full time staff members now
living in the Nanaimo area, a full fledged “PADS Vancouver Island” is slowly becoming a
reality.
Earlier this year, the Alberta Government made an announcement that it would be
granting PADS with funding to launch a PTSD dog program. We are currently working
on developing this program, first starting with equipping our team to meet the new and
unique needs of veterans and first responders. This is an exciting time for PADS and
provides us with the opportunity to change more lives than ever before.
With our expanding staff and roster of dogs, we are bursting at the seams in our current
facilities. Looking forward, we are excited that conversations have started with the City
of Burnaby to secure a new location and we are planning the beginning stages of a
capital campaign for the design and funding of a new facility.
2017 so far has been a huge success, with lots of expansion and growth. I look forward
to seeing how the end of the year will play out and to serving as President for the next
two years.

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
Rick DeHart, President
(w/PADS Lilo pictured above)
Nancy Kemble, Past President
Greg Phillips, Vice President
Melanie Hanson, Secretary
Kim Gramlich, Director
Robert DeKlerk, Director (Calgary)
Matthew Mills, Director (Calgary)

Rick DeHart, PADS President
rick.dehart@pads.ca

Erik Hoibak, Director
Jessica Sanders, Treasurer

PADS VIP POET
Poet arrived at PADS with her brother Pilot a bundle of adorable
fluff and snuggles. Willing and sweet, she found the working
dog world overwhelming, PADS decided her sensitivity needed a
special placement.
Poet was placed as a VIP for a young girl with a hard past. Poet
sleeps with Tatiana every night with her nose nestled on Tatiana’s
chest or neck. If Tatiana rolls over, Poet makes an exasperated sigh
and gets off the bed to get back up on the other side in position.
In the first week after being placed together, Tatiana only had
one nightmare, rather than multiple nightmares every night. Their
devotion to each other is absolute and touching.
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THE STORY OF MILANI AND ME
by Vivian Bott
I have been working with Accredited Facility Dog Milan since
July of 2016. I am a court based victim services worker in the
Justice Department with the Government of Manitoba and I
work exclusively with children that have to testify in court.
I began my career as a social worker in the mid 1990’s and have
spent my career working with abused children; to say that by
2015 (when I applied to PADS to be a handler) I had reached
the point where I no longer wanted to do direct service is an
understatement. I was emotionally and physically finished
with the job of helping people with and through their trauma.
The work is incredibly draining and I felt like I no longer had
anything to give to people that wasn’t at a cost to my well
being. I was actively applying for management jobs in the field
that would get me out of direct service. To my frustration and
disappointment, I wasn’t getting the jobs and retirement was
still far into the future. I felt stuck and could envision nothing
but the same going forward.

Everything I now do at work is because of and for Milan. I feel a
commitment to my work that I haven’t felt for many years. She
is also a gift to me because she, our relationship, and the work
that we do together is exactly what I needed when I needed it.
I am now able to do my job without wanting to run away from
it screaming; my passion has now shifted from my job itself to
Milan and supporting her powerful impact. I couldn’t be happier
with my work situation.
Make no mistake though, I still want to retire, with Milan, in 6
years or so. Someone else at my workplace deserves to feel
how great it is being the primary handler of a PADS Accredited
Facility Dog.

Then, out of the blue, my director approached me asking if I
would be interested in being a dog handler- something that
I had expressed an interest in doing years before, soon after
Caber was placed with Kim. I immediately said yes and, after a
year of waiting for a dog and a subsequent year of working and
living with Milan, I can say that this has been the best thing that
has happened to me personally and professionally.
Professionally- Milan is such a gift for my clients and their
families. The way that the faces of the kids light up when they
see her, the way that she can reach them emotionally in a
way that I can’t is a truly beautiful thing to watch. The most
reserved, traumatized, and uncommunicative individuals revert
back into playful children before my eyes as I watch them
interact with her. She truly meets people where they are at.
She is so beautiful, sweet, and calm that she is a natural magnet
for all people. Milan is not only a boon for clients but also for
my co-workers and staff/lawyers at the law courts building. She
bridges the gap between people and our respective roles within
a large, oftentimes inhuman, human system. It is impossible
for me to adequately describe the huge swath that Milan has
carved out within our department in such a short period of
time.
For me, the personal and professional mix together. Even
though being the primary handler has been harder than I had
ever imagined it to be; even though the role has inherent
demands that had never occurred to me; even though it has
demanded that I be in the spotlight within my workplace and in
the community at large; even with all the stress and pressure of
implementing something new; even with it all and whatever is
to come: my work and relationship with Milan and, by extension,
PADS, is more than I could have wanted. Having Milan as my
work partner has given me a new lease on life with my job.

You can follow Vivian and Milan on Facebook at
facebook.com/MilanPADS

PAWS FOR THOUGHT
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30 STORIES FOR 30 YEARS
Since March, we have been featuring weekly stories shared by our clients, volunteers, and other
amazing supporters as part of our #30Storiesfor30Years campaign. Two of our clients shared
amazingly heartwarming stories about their first PADS dogs. These wonderful ladies have written
follow up stories to speak to their amazing subsequent partners.

MARCIA & PADS HEARING DOGS MARSHALL & MINT
There is no
explaining to those
who haven’t lived
through it, what it’s
like to lose the “ears”
you have completely
depended upon for
10 years. You have
given a piece of
your independence
to a dog. You have
asked that dog to
give you “hearing”
again. And the dog
I asked was Hearing
Dog Marshall, who
enthusiastically took
up the challenge.
His death was a devastating loss. He had retired very early from
public access work because he lived with a chronic illness for
years but he continued to do his sound work diligently until the
end. The wait for another seemed interminable because, along
with the dog, I lost a big piece of my personal security that no
amount of technological assistance and devices could replace. I
lost my connection to the world of sound around me.
Marshall died June 2, 2016. After a seemingly endless 13
months, I started training with Mint. When I first met Mint at
PADS campus with Ron and Ashley. I struggled not to cry tears
of relief and happiness.
What a gift she has turned out to be. That lost sense of security
came bounding back, quite literally, with the arrival of Mint. She
is steady, reliable, and obedient beyond belief. She is my joy.
Her public access work borders on astonishing. She does not
engage with anyone around us. She’s “on point”. Knows her job
and does it. Every day she needs less and less guidance from
me as she becomes familiar with her new life and the people in
it. She is affectionate but not overly so, except for her incredibly
joyous alert to the morning alarm. Once she has awakened me
and received her reward, she proceeds to get back on the bed
and then lies full length on top of my body for cuddles and
predictable silliness. Impossible to start the day like this and not
be cheerful.
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Bonding as a team does not happen in a day, a week, or even a
month. It takes work. In our case, it has taken two months. And
we have had much help and support along this journey. It is
now early September. Everything has suddenly changed for us
both. She now trusts me as I trust her. She now works her heart
out for me. And my heart is full of love for her.
By the time you read this, I will have met the three people
responsible for raising Mint and leading her to becoming the
dog she is. Their love is evidenced in her 3rd Birthday Party
photo. Their true altruism is reflected in the dog who now lives
and works with me.
I am forever grateful to them and to Ashley who put her
“everything” into Mint’s final training and successful placement.

CAROL ANN & PADS SERVICE DOGS BARLEY, BASIL & BRONX
Being a part of the PADS family has changed my life since 2002.
I have had the privilege of being paired with three wonderful
PADS assistance dogs. “Brilliant” Barley was the first and
probably changed my life the most. A lanky yellow lab with a
smile that was evident in every picture. He was an extraordinary
puller who never seemed to tire. Clocked at 40 km for the short
run, the ride was exhilarating and he made me and everyone
who saw him smile as well.

- “I’m cool if you’re cool”. He is a master of the retrieve and
button commands which are put to use daily. He’s always ready
for a cuddle and that is his biggest reward!
Having a black lab has been a challenge for me. Bronx seems to
blend in to every environment. Yellow labs stand out – people
see them. Black labs are part of the darkness of restaurants
and theatres and, with his quiet attitude, he has been stepped
on numerous times but without any overt reaction. Purchasing
a flashing LED collar for such occasions has helped to avoid
missteps by unsuspecting humans!
With all this calmness, he still is ready for a game of chase with
another dog when he’s off duty. He is only 3 years old and
energetic but has learned that there is a time and place for
everything. PADS has been able to pair me with three different
dogs: Barley, Basil & now Bronx. Three distinct personalities but
with one thing in common, specific training and an eagerness to
work. I can continue to have the freedom and go about my daily
life knowing that Bronx will continue the assistance provided by
his predecessors.

The second boy was “Boisterous” Basil, another yellow lab. A
completely different personality was THAT boy! He was full
of energy with added exuberance. Everything he did was with
enthusiasm. Why do a simple “heel” on command when a leap
into the air and then a twist would land you in the same place?
Now retired and, at the age of 11, he is still leaping with a new
buddy on his retirement farm home.
Enter #3 – October 2016 ended the waiting for my new
service dog. “Beautiful” Bronx – a lovely black lab with the most
gorgeous brown eyes and a calm, steady personality. He has
learned his lessons well and is solid in all situations. When we
encounter another dog (on leash or off), he looks with interest
(as I do) and then walks on. One shopping day, an unannounced
“store dog” approached and Bronx’s reaction was to back up! It
was as if he was saying, “Sorry but I’m working here. No time for
play”. We have encountered rabbits, dogs and cats, loud sirens,
doorbells and ferry horns and the reaction is always the same

READ MORE #30STORIESFOR30YEARS
Read Marcia and Carol Ann’s original stories (and many more) at pads.ca/news
PAWS FOR THOUGHT
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NEW LITTERS
GULF ISLANDS
Labrador Retriever
September 13, 2016
PADS Halo (YLF) X
Southeastern Guide Dogs
Hermon (BLM)
Female: Quadra (B) & Mudge
(Y)
Male: Bowyer, Keats, Salish (Y)
& Piers (B

GLACIER
Labrador Retriever
January 31, 2017
PADS Porter II (BLF) +
Southeastern Guide Dogs
Babe (YLM)
Female: Cirque (Y), Floe (Y),
Frost II (Y) & Ice (Y)
Male: Fjord (Y), Summit (Y) &
Tor (B)

DESIGNERS
Black Labrador X Golden
Retriever
September 28, 2016
PADS Tundra (GRF) X Canine
Companions for Independence
Ivan (BLM)
Female: Chanel, Fendi, Gucci
& Prada
Male: Hugo

US NATIONAL PARKS
Yellow Labrador X Golden
Retriever
March 4, 2017
PADS Cadence (GRF) +
Susquehanna Service Dogs
Prague (YLM)
Female: Denali, Haley, Mesa &
Sequoia
Male: Canyon, Dune, Rainier,
Reef & Zion

THE BUSHES
Golden Retriever
October 10, 2016
PADS Noosa (GRF) +
Susquehanna Service Dogs
Twister (GRM)
Female: Jasmine II, Juniper,
Peony & Quince
Male: Bracken & Bramble
LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
Yellow Labrador Retriever
October 27, 2016
Dogs With Wings Cypress
(YLF) + Southeastern Guide
Dogs Bill (YLM)
Female: Crystal, Petri &
Pipette
Male: Beaker, Bunsen & Sim
GIVING TUESDAY
Labrador Retriever
December 19, 2016
PADS Rein (BLF) +
Susquehanna Service Dogs
Prague (YLM)
Male: Tako (Y), Boon (B) &
Zegan (B)
Female: Tuesday (B) & Zaria (B)
RETRO TOYS
Labrador Retriever
January 31, 2017
PADS Banff (BLF) +
Southeastern Guide Dogs
Hermon (BLM)
Female: Brite (Y), Pez (Y) &
Etch (B)
Male: Tonka (Y), Lego (B) &
Rubix (B)
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APPLES
Yellow Labrador X Golden
Retriever
March 13, 2017
PADS Samba (LGxF) +
Susquehanna Service Dogs
Prague (YLM)
Female: Gala & Lady
Male: Crispin, Fuji, McIntosh,
Smith & Spartan
VIMY RIDGE
Yellow Labrador Retriever
April 6, 2017
PADS Halo (YLF) + PADS Pride
(BLM)
Female: Folie & Zivy
Male: Vimy II
VIMY VIRTUES
Labrador Retriever
April 7, 2017
PADS Roma (YLF) + Canine
Companions for Independence
Tag II (BLM)
Female: Freedom (Y), Spirit
III (Y), Valour (Y), Mercy (B) &
Prudence (B)
Male: Hero
WESTERN CANADIAN
MAMMALS
Golden Retriever
April 17, 2017
PADS Naia (GRF) + PADS
Gunner (GRM)
Female: Fox, Lynx, Pika &
Puma
Male: Badger, Bison & Moose

TUNDRA SINGLETON
Black Labrador X Golden
Retriever
July 13, 2017
PADS Tundra (GRF) + PADS
Rolo (BLM)
Female: Bryn (B&T)
BC LAKES
Labrador Retriever
August 28, 2017
PADS Rein (BLF) + PADS Rolo
(BLM)
Female: Willow II (B), Skaha II
(Y), Elfin (B) & Mara (B)
Male: Hayward (Y)
CLASSIC GAMES
Black Labrador X Golden
Retriever
October 3, 2017
PADS Samba (YLGxF) +
Canadian Canine
Independence Moses (BLM)
Female: Domino, Checkers &
Chess
Male: Uno & Yahtzee
R&B SINGERS
Labrador Retriever
October 23, 2017
PADS Halo (YLF) x SEGD
Brinkley/PADS Rogue
Female: Bessie (B), Memphis
(B), Thelma (Y) & Etta (Y)
deceased
EXOTIC WOODS
Labrador Retriever
November 4, 2017
PADS Dove (BLF) + PADS
Rogue, Canadian Canine
Independence Macarthur
Female: Mallee (Y), Ebony (B),
Sassafras (B), Teak (B) & Narra
(B)
Male: Khasi (B), Makore (B) &
Iroko (B)
HIPPIES
Labrador Retriever
November 4, 2017
PADS Roma (YLF) + Guiding
Eyes for the Blind Viking (BLM)
Female: Blossom (Y), Rainbow
(Y) & Paisley II (B)
Male: Woodstock (B),
Patchouli (Y), Groovy (B) &
Dodger II (B)

OTHER SOURCES
Brigadoon Service Dogs:
Adele (YLF)
Bergin U: Cora (YLF)
Can Do Canines: Trevoy
(BLM), Saxon (BLF), Dusty
(BLF) & Jericho (YLM)
Canine Companions for
Independence: Hamish
(BLxGM) & Truffle (YLF)
Denzil’s Golden Retrievers/
Tara Doherty: Lilo (GRF)
Dogs with Wings: Izzie (YLF)
KSDS Assistance Dogs:
Summer II (BLF) & Hammond
(BLM)
Marina Hall Phillips, Eirlys
Golden Retrievers Archer II
(GRM)
Misty Trails Havanese: North
(OHM)
Paul Falkowski: Crosby
(BECM) & Nash (BECM)
Sherri Trithart, Edana
Kennels: Nyx (SFTOF)
Susquehanna Service Dogs:
Pilot (GRM), Poet (GRF), Devon
(BLF), Maya (BLF)
Southeastern Guide Dogs:
Remington (BLM), Beckett
(GRM), Bree (GRF), Winston
(BLM), Elva (BLF), Khan (YLM),
Melody (YLF)

LEGEND

BREED
L = Labrador
GR = Golden Retriever
H = Havanese
FT = Smooth Fox Terrier
EC = English Cocker Spaniel
COLOUR
Y = Yellow/Gold
B = Black
B&T = B&T
O = Other
SEX
F = Female
M = Male

INTERNATIONAL GROWTH

In 2000 PADS welcomed their very first litter of puppies, the F-Troop pictured
above with their Dam Dreamer (and as puppies at right). It’s amazing when we
look at the list on the opposite page to see not only how many amazing dogs are
coming into training, but the diversity of their sources.

MEET NAIA

Dreamer, the ”momma” out front and Faedra, the petite girl third from the right in the black
and white photo above are Naia’s Great(x3) & Great(x4)-Grandmothers. This is not necessarily
remarkable, except that Faedra’s son Marcus (NSD Riley) from her Shakespeare litter was a wee
pup when he left PADS for a career at National Service Dogs. Each of the other generations since
(including Naia) were bred at other assistance dog schools across North America. We’re thrilled to be
weaving these wonderful lines (that produced such dogs as Macbeth, our oldest active working dog.
Naia has now welcomed two beautiful litters for PADS - the Shades of Yellow Litter and the Western
Canadian Mammals Litter - these promising pups

MEET CADENCE

PADS Cadence was born Canine
Partners for Life “Bagel” to dam Alpine
(owned by Indiana Canine Assistance
Network). This means Alpine travelled
from Indiana to Pensylvannia to have
her puppies at Canine Partners for Life.
Then Cadence travelled all the way
from Pensylvannia to Vancouver
to start her training at PADS.
The great travels of this family tree do not stop there, fast forward 2 years, Susquehanna Service Dogs in Pensylvannia sent their
stud dog Prague to Vancouver to sire Cadence’s US Parks Litter. Once old enough Mesa (now Maple) and Rainier left PADS
to travel to Indiana, guess where they landed? In the kitchen of none other than their Grandmother Alpine (photo at top right).
Alpine’s caretaker Melissa sent a note upon their arrival “So a girl from Indiana met a boy from Pensyvannia, their puppy went to
Canada and was
bred to aEntering
boy from Pensylvania,
mother’s own home in Indiana?!” Now
Puppies
Training so their puppies could travel back to herNumber
of PADS
that’s what we’d call a full circle (and then some)!
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PADS begins partnership
with Terray Boomir/Terrarust
Labradors

YEARS OF

Calgary held their
first fundraisers 3
fundraisers in 3 days!

PADS moves to 9048
Stormont - a lease agreement
with the City of Burnaby.

CHANGING LIVES

PADS launches Calgary sat
puppy-raising program with
& Freeway

Partners
fund the
Early Pu
Educati
Progra

Advanced
Kennel
opens

PADS completes
work on new
JHMFF Training
Centre

Rebranded as Pacific
Assistance Dogs
Society

20
Western Canada Handi and
Hearing Ear Dog Society
was founded. Founding
patrons FIDO (Federation of
Independent Dog Owners) &
the BCSPCA

Laura Watamanuk
Partnership with
is hired as PADS
Dr Rob Hopkins
Executive Director
at Burquitlam
Animal Hospital
is formed.

1992

1994

00

87

20

19

First
Service Dog
Kiwi placed
with client
Lisa
1997

June Beard was hired
as
PADS first Executive
Director

1996

2

5

199

PADS
welcomes
1st litter
“F-Troop”
to breeding
program

Corky, a
Schipperke
is PADS First
Facility Dog
placed

19

88

19

93

19

89

Partnership with John
Hardie Mitchell Family
Foundation is born.

Ron Tymrick is hired as trainer. Ron is now
PADS’ Client Services Manager.

Evan Clark &
Jackie Coates
begin volunteering
at PADS. Jackie
(now Clark) is
PADS Breeding
Program Manager
today.

19

98

1999

PADS mentored
by CCI into
Assistance
Dogs International
becomes first school
in Canada to be ADI
accredited.

Marnie Hartnell begins volunteering in the PADS office
each week. She continues this service today - making her PADS’
longest standing volunteer.
Food sponsorship begins.
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200

PADS partners with
CCI allowing us to
expand program to
include Service Dogs
& Social Dogs (when
placed with children)

1st Hearing
Dog is placed

01

Ann
Clousto
was hired
Executi
Directo

13

tellite
Friday

PADS Wren & Fossey (a mother daughter duo were
placed at the Zebra Child Protection Centre (Edmonton,
AB). They are the 1st dogs/team of their kind in Canada.

20
PADS Okanagan &
Vancouver Island
Launch

17

20
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HELPING HANDS
Over the past year some amazing people and organizations have shown us all kinds of love. The effort and creativity that have been
put into their initiatives has been heart-warming and the difference they’ve made lasting.
Find out ways that you can help PADS by visting pads.ca/give-a-dog or reach out to us with your ideas!

OUTSTANDING ORGANIZATIONS
SUPER DOGS
Over the last two years, the Super Dogs team has helped PADS
reach over 70,000 new people by allowing PADS to take the
stage in special segments about Assistance Dogs.

BOSS WHOLESALE & CELESTE PELC
A call went out asking to help us replace the washer and dryer
in the Advanced Kennel, and Boss Wholesale responded in
mere hours with a donation of a wonderful brand new skookum
washer and dryer and PADS volunteer Celeste Pelc donated the
cost of the delivery fees. Puppy-in-Training Boss especially says a
HUGE thanks!!
PET LOVER SHOW
PADS was chosen as the BC Pet Lover Show charity of choice
again this past year and raised over $2409.00 at the event to
support and build awareness of our programs.

RBC
RBC and PADS have had a longstanding partnership, donating
staff volunteer hours and days of service. Many RBC staff
members are directly associated with PADS as volunteers and
puppy raisers and this is the 4th year PADS has received an RBC
Career Launch Associate.

JOHN HARDIE MITCHELL FAMILY FOUNDATION
PADS received a large donation for a new van and a puppy
sponsorship. We are currently sourcing a van that will best suit
the PADS needs to be purchased using this donation.
ROTARY CLUB OF SOUTH SURREY
The Rotary Club of South Surrey has now raised $15,594.50
towards the sponsorship of an AFD Team and the puppy
sponsorship of PADS puppy Puma.
BC DISTILLED
PADS was chosen as the Charity of choice again this year raising
almost $4000! Money raised at this year’s BC Distilled event will
sponsor the first year of PADS puppy in training Vesper.

FLIPOUTS
The Flipouts Stamp Group meet regularly to collect and sell
stamps with all proceeds going to PADS. They have raised
enough to donate many large items to PADS this year including
gardening equipment, a washer and dryer in the Client Centre,
several large kennels, and more.
TELUS
TELUS is another longtime partner of PADS who donates staff
volunteer hours and days of service. We have TELUS staff
members that are volunteers at PADS and they even sponsored
tables at the inaugural For the Love of Dog Gala.
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SILVER BULLET SHREDDING & VARIOUS RONA
LOCATIONS
These organizations have continuously supported PADS by
hosting Shred Events. The amount raised from the past event in
July was $946.46

INCREDIBLE INDIVIDUALS
DAVE WELCH
Donated a brand new Mountain Washer low pressure portable
washer to the Advanced Kennel.
KERRY SHEPHERD
For ordering a specific part we need for the leaf blower to help
keep the campus looking spic and span! Kerry also donates all
the proceeds from the sale of her PinHeads handmade felt hats.
ANITA DERKSEN
Anita has become an indispensable part of the Client Services
department. She has done everything from filing to Team
Training prep to verifying inventory. She helps weekly in the
Main Office with anything that needs to be done. But that’s not
all, she also sits a seemingly endless stream of graduate dogs
whose clients are unable to care for their dogs due to illness or
travel.
SUE WOODARD
“No, I can’t help with that” is simply a phrase
you will never hear Sue utter. Her house
is always full of advanced and graduate
dogs, and even with the shortest notice
imaginable, she always
manages to fit in one
more. Sue also donates
all the proceeds from the
sales of her incredible (highly sought after!)
Holly’s Hats. Most recently she outfitted our
Calgary Puppy-Raising Team with perches for
their puppy-classes.
JOAN HUNTER
Joan’s dedication and positive attitude is well known throughout
PADS. She has taken on the responsibility of preparing the Client
Centre for all our Team Training classes. Joan also plays a pivotal
role in the planning and execution of many important PADS
events – including grad, amongst all the other things she has
done for PADS over the years!
NICOLE SCHNAPP
A big thank you to Nicole for sewing our graduate leashes for
the clients. All our puppies-in-training also go out to raisers in a
brand new collar from Nicole.
MATTHEW DONG
Matthew hand makes all of the leashes our puppies-in-training
are provided as they go out to raisers, as well as the leashes and
long lines that are available for purchase. He has spent hundreds
of hours on this big task!

HOW CAN YOU
HELP CHANGE LIVES
PADS PARTNER PROGRAM
Our popular monthly giving option is the backbone of our
program! By making a monthly contribution of any amount
directly to PADS, via automated banking from your credit card
or by preauthorized payment, you make it possible to plan
necessary expenditures in a timely fashion because we know
we can count on you.
CORPORATE GIVING
Corporate partners are essential to our success; they sponsor
puppies, fund programs and make monumental changes
as we move forward changing lives. To learn more about
opportunities be sure to request a corporate giving package
from PADS today by visiting pads.ca/corporate.
BEQUEST & PLANNED GIVING
Many of our friends have chosen to support our mission
through sustained, planned giving; in other words, by naming
Pacific Assistance Dog Society as a beneficiary in wills and
bequests.These avenues of generosity include charitable
bequests, lifeincome gifts through charitable remainder trusts
or charitable gift annuities, retirement plans or IRA beneficiary
designations, life insurance gifts, and charitable lead trusts.
When you give to PADS through your estate or long-term
financial plans, you are forging your life legacy with our
assistance dog society and ensuring that future clients will
have access to healthy, well-trained and low cost assistance
dogs.
WISH LIST
Donating specific items is another great way you can help
our mission. Wish List items often qualify for a charitable tax
receipt as a “Gift in Kind”. Visit pads.ca/wishlist for a full list.
SPONSORSHIP
Sponsorships come in all sizes, from individual sponsorship to
corporate sponsorship. You can help cover the costs associated
with breeding and caring for an entire litter of PADS puppies
(Litter Sponsorship), make a difference in someone’s life by
paying for the cost of care, training and follow-up for the
lifetime of one assistance dog team (Team Sponsorship), cover
the cost of training and caring for the puppy during its critical
first year (Puppy´s first year), and many more!
TRIBUTE DONATION
Your very special loved one - human or pet - can be honoured
forever with a one-time donation. A Commemorative Plaque
with a name, the dates of his/her lifetime, your name, and a
short message will be placed on PADS new ETERNITY WALL
at the PADS campus.
Please visit pads.ca/give to learn more about the ways you can
help.
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PADS OKANAGAN
by Brian Smith | Okanagan Development Coordinator
PADS Okanagan was the vision of Lisa Davis & Kim Boyes. With two puppies
already being raised at the Starlight Drive-in, it seemed a good thing to build
on. In March 2016, our 3rd puppy, Prancer, was placed for raising in Vernon,
soon followed by Coffee and Boomer. We met weekly at Kim's training barn and
things were progressing nicely. Trainer Shona Gagnon volunteered to step up and
started leading our classes when a move out of province took Kim away from us.
We still had no permanent home and were meeting weekly at parks and malls in
the Kelowna and Vernon area. We persevered and continued to add puppies to
our budding program through the Summer of 2016.
By the fall, we were floundering. Long time volunteer Brian Smith agreed to take
over the development of the program. He started the push to find a permanent
home and more puppy raisers and sitters, with a long-term goal of 15 Okanagan
puppies. Thanks to puppy raiser Deb with Dancer, we found training space at
Lake Country Church. We hit the jackpot, our space with them couldn't be
more perfect. Finally PADS Okanagan had a permanent home, half way between
Kelowna & Salmon Arm for our weekly classes.
Next, we needed a local vet, as our dogs were currently being seen at different
locations. The goal was to bring it all together under one roof, so that all the
records would be in the same place and easily accessible. Thanks to puppy
raiser Karen with Prancer, we were introduced to Dr. Chris Schenk of Sunridge
Veterinary Hospital in Vernon. Dr. Schenk has a love for Labradors and was
impressed by the PADS program. We are so pleased to have him as our official
PADS vet for the Okanagan and to name one of our newest pups “Sunny” in
honour of Sunridge.
As the year progressed we added Hugo, Evie, and Spartan to our puppy raising
roster, all while increasing our puppy raiser and sitter contingent, making group
presentations, and attending many outdoor events to build PADS awareness.
Our goal of 15 puppies is in sight, but, proudly, our ranks were reduced with Rico
being placed & Vanstone now headed for advanced training.
It has been a busy and challenging year for us, but we hung on and are proud of
our achievements. We look forward to some of our raisers getting their second
puppy in the coming months.
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MEET OUR OKANAGAN LEADERS

These two amazing volunteers have stepped up to head the Okanagan Chapter of PADS, working on all admin and training aspects we are blown away by their generosity and passion.

SHONA GAGNON

Shona oversees all the puppy-raisers in
the Okanagan. She organizes and instructs
weekly lessons, and works closely with
Brian to ensure the program is running
smoothly. In her spare time, Shona enjoys
competing in dog agility tournaments,
and training dogs of all breeds and
backgrounds. If Shona were an Assistance Dog, she would
be released for counter surfing (so many tempting, yummy
things!!).

BRIAN SMITH

Brian is a familiar face to many at PADS,
but we suspect few know just how much
he does. He started puppy raising 9 years
ago with his first dog, Honey. Now on his
12th puppy Sunny, he has recently taken
on the task of building up the Okanagan
region of PADS. Promoting, coordinating,
supporting the puppy program. What started out as 2 puppies
in training at the Starlight Drive-In has grown into a group of
12 dogs and their raisers and sitters (only three to go until Brian
hits his goal of 15 puppies in training).

PADS CALGARY
BUILT TOUGH

PADS is fortunate to have a strong community of Volunteers
in our Calgary Region. With their dedicated commitment, we
maintain thirty puppies-in-training in Calgary – roughly 25% of
our puppy-raising program. Many of these Volunteers continue
to raise successive dogs, which in turns inspires our first-time
Raisers. Sponsorship is the next asset, and three of our local
Sponsors shine especially brightly:
Macleod Trail Animal Hospital continues to be our primary
Sponsor for vet care, covering check-ups, vaccinations, OFA
radiographs, breeding clearances, and spays and neuters for
all our puppies-in-training. Veterinarian and owner, Dr Sam
McConkey, and his staff have looked after 125 of our puppies
since 2008!

up this team is Heather Kidd, PADS Puppy-raising Supervisor
in Alberta. Heather brings to the table a rich background of
dog-training experience, having studied with North America’s
leading dog training experts. Heather’s patient directions keep
the team going through every “puppy problem” that comes up.
Our Development Coordinator Wendy Proudlock is the one
that is the face of PADS to our new volunteers and keeps us all
pulling in the same direction. There is not a question that needs
answers or an event that needs organizing that Wendy does not
bring her very special magic to (even with one leg tied behind
her back)!

In January, we connected with Mike Bateman & Linda Barton –
owners of Chasin’ Tails Dog Care Centre in NE Calgary – who
opened their training space for our puppy classes. We recently
signed a lease with Mike & Linda to rent their training space
continually - PADS Calgary now has a permanent home for the
first time.
The Bone & Biscuit Company is a
new friend, and they give in-store
discounts to PADS Volunteers, as
well as a warm fleece blanket to
every puppy that enters training
in Calgary – even the ones who
only spend a short time with
us before being transferred to
another school. Our Puppy Teams
are treated like royalty in Bone
& Biscuit franchises, and we feel
especially honoured!
The third essential asset for the
puppy-raising program is our
amazing staff in Calgary. Heading

Last summer, we expanded our training department by
welcoming Miranda Turenne as a Calgary-based Advanced
Trainer, to take a portion of the Advanced Training load.
Miranda has finished six dogs to date – three Service Dogs
and three Accredited Facility Dogs – all of which have been
successfully placed with Clients. Miranda’s passion for
appropriately supporting every client’s individual requirements
shines through in whatever she does. Check out the recent
Facebook video showing her working with PADS Rico – 12.3K
views so far!
With this caliber of Volunteers, Sponsors & Trainers, Calgary
Region is truly “built tough, built to last”.
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PADS VANCOUVER ISLAND
GAINING MOMENTUM

by Allison Davidson | Vancouver Island Development Coordinator
2017 has shaped up to be a very busy year. After reaching out
to the island on a smaller scale last year, we figured why not
jump in with all paws and step it up a bit. We’ve attended 11
events on Vancouver Island to spread PADS awareness and love
throughout the land. The public have graciously received us and
have shown a wonderful interest in PADS. Our goal for 2018 is
to add a few more events to our current schedule and connect
more directly with some of our great supporters.

for our program alongside our other island working teams. With
this growth and support we will continue to reach higher goals
and connect with more people. We look forward to continuing
our goal of spreading awareness and support of PADS and our
industry while we lay the foundation for future possibilities.

Vancouver Island has been very fortunate to have some more
amazing clients and mainland volunteers join the Van Isle
family when they moved here this year. They’ve joined us to
spread PADS awareness and help educate the public at many
of our events this year. In addition to our fabulous clients and
volunteers, PADS Instructor Rob Mackay made the move to the
island working remotely with a string of 4 advanced dogs here
this fall. PADS Dog Cleopatra set her sights on a new career as
the Vancouver Island Demonstration Dog and passed her Public
Access tests earlier this year - Cleo is a beautiful ambassador

PADS PARTNERS

Each month, our amazing PADS Partners below give generously. Their long term commitment to PADS allows us to change lives
and provides a stable funding base to our program. To learn more about (or join) our PADS Partners visit pads.ca/give.
Anya McRae
Belinda-Anne Dodd
Benita Yip
Bill & Vicky Payne
Branimir Mecava
Bruce & Karin Ward
Carla Gibson
Carole Callaghan
Carolyn McGhee
Catherine McLaughlin
Cathy Lange
Cindy Henderson
Claire Barazzuol
Clelie Rich
David Leach
Deborah Csongradi
Diane & Alan Ferrell
Dilara Oztan
DJ Larkin
Dreena Lindstrom
Ed Cavin
Elizabeth Molitor
Emily Jennings
Faye MacLeod
Frances Gandy
Gabriella Komar
Gavin Beck
Glenn Cuff
Glenora Doherty

Gregory FitzGeorgeWatts
Harold Siden
Hoda Storey
Ian & Lynne Davis
Ishrat Manji
James Grill & Darlene
Biagioni
Jan Selman
Jane Ann & Bob Mintenko
Jennifer Raifteiri-McArdle
Jennifer Yao
Jim Luettgen
Joan & Wayne Hunter
Joan Foster & Jonathan
Kline
Joan O Garlick
Joan Quade
Joanna Cannon
Johanne Enemark
Jon Nishi
Josefina McCarthy
Josy & Bill Nadiger
Joyce Beley
Joyce Lafreniere
Juanita Valentine
Judith Matheson
Karen Hazelrigg
Katherine Gorkoff
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Kathleen Oh
Kelly Hesleton
Kelly Isakow
Laura Billing
Lauren Calancie
Lian & Larry Hui
Linda & Randy Hillaby
Linda Gronert
Linda McGregor
Lisa Markin
Lua Lynch
Lucia Wang
Lyn Makepeace
Lynn Barr
Mandi Rempel
Marcia Hawes
Marg Kroeker
Margaret Taylor
Margo Fowler
Mariann Place
Marilyn Avender
Marlene Baird
Mary & Dave Amos
Mary & Tony Rainbow
Melanie Hanson
Melisa Joyal
Michael Nobes
Michael Westcott
Mildred Thomas

Ming Louie Stein
Nola Chanroux
Norman Ackermann
Pat Lathwell
Patricia Rae
Paulette Driver
Renee Nicholson
Robin Bruder
Roland Balzer
Ron & Lynne Defieux
Ryder Bryan
Shannon & Kevin
deBruyckere

Shaun Derman
Sheldon Brown
Shirley Henderson
Soohyun Myong
Susan Beck
Tammy Neuman
Tara Doherty
Theresa & Bruce Benzel
Theresa Boutilier-Wilson
Tracy & Dale Darychuk
Tracy Boyd
Wendy Proudlock
Zina Simpson

OUR TEAM IS GROWING!

It has been a tremendously busy year at PADS, as systems come into place, roles become more clearly defined and more dogs means
we need more puppy-raising staff, more trainers and more support staff.
INCREASING OUR TRAINING CAPACITY
Miranda Marshall, long time volunteer and puppy-raiser came
on staff as an off-site advanced trainer in Calgary and to date
has placed 6 dogs (4 Service & 2 AFD). Dana Gallagher, also
joined the training team first as an off-site advanced trainer in
Calgary, and then when she moved to BC her role expanded to
also support our growing puppy-raising program and classes.
Kaylie Foster, a registered veterinary technician that we knew
well from her role at Burquitlam Animal Hospital (our primary
care clinic) came on board as our breeding program technician,
and in addition to providing support to our ever growing
breeding program, her veterinary expertise means she now
manages the coordination and record keeping of the medical
care of all puppies in training. Jori Bohm joined us in early 2017
to support the growing administrative demands of the Canine
Programs Team, coordinating new volunteers, puppy-raisers,
and generally keeping the training staff sane and making sure
puppies find loving raisers - this role was previously filled by
Lisa Davis who is now working with us as an advanced trainer.
Jessica Sculthorp took over managing the advanced kennel
when Ashley moved on to focus her energy on training dogs

and completing her apprenticeship. Last but certainly not least
Emma Hedman has joined our BC puppy-raising team as a
puppy program trainer (as well as puppy-raiser to Chanel and
now Puma).
STRENGTHENING OUR FINANCIAL FUTURE
Our admin team has welcomed Leah McKeown into their midst
as a grant writer. Working alongside PADS Executive Director
Laura and the communications team, Leah ensures that PADS
is maximizing our fundraising opportunities and building a solid
foundation for growth. We also had the distinct pleasure of
having Jane Tam from the RBC internship program join us for
3 months this fall. What a wonderful addition she was to our
team.

PUPPY SPONSORS

These individuals and organizations set themselves apart by giving (or raising) $1500 or more to support the first year of training
and care of one (or more) of our puppies. Learn more about our puppies awaiting sponsors at pads.ca/pupdates
Allison Davidson
Andrew Mahon Foundation
Annette Gardiner
Archetype Business Services Inc.
BC Distilled Media Ltd.
BC Good Sam Association
BC Nosework Community
Beth & Alex Ballinger
Bill & Darlene Mey
Bill & Pat McIntosh
Bodor-Price Family Foundation
Bone & Biscuit (Mahogany)
BOSS Wholesale Ltd
Buccaneer Management Inc
Carole Rice
Catherine McLaughlin
Cathy Adam
Clover Loafer Sams
Columbia River Sams
Coquihalla Sams RV
Debbi Kill
Deborah Radhuber
Desert Valley Sams - Oliver/Osoyoos
Fairbairn - Cox Family Sponsors
Frances & Michael Randall
George Prevost
Gerald Tanassee
Glenn Cuff
Glenora Doherty

Good Sams Chapter #12 (Chilliwack Valley)
Hammond Elementary
HSBC Bank Canada
Ian Mitchell
Indian River Transport Ltd
Jack & Donna Lee Zaleski
Jean Donaldson
Joan Foster & Jonathan Kline
John Hardie Mitchell Family Foundation
Juanita Valentine
Juniper Sam’s R.V. Club (BC Good Sams)
Kaatza Foundation
Kaya Malay Bistro
Keith Hutchinson
Kerry and John Hall
Kettle River Ramblers
Kymm Davidson
Lewis & Ruth Sherman Foundation
Lohn Foundation
Lois & Bryan Williams
Lorraine Adams
Lyle Singular
Lynn Wilson
Lynn Wood
Lynne Coates
Marcy Hett
Mary & Tony Rainbow
MEC Head Office Staff
Melanie Hanson

Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor General
Ogopogo Good Sams
Orca Sams
Penny Bush
Peter Underwood & Pam Doke
Pointbreak Consulting
RBC Dominion Securities Inc.
RBC Foundation
Rocky Mountain Good Sams
Rona - Burnaby
Rona - Coquitlam
Rotary Club of South Surrey
Salish Sea SUP -WAZSUP
Sams Highway Knights
Sara Blake
Studio Cloud 30 Entertainment
Susan Taylor
Tara MacFarlane
Telus Community Ambassadors - Vancouver
Central
TELUS Corp - Team TELUS Cares
The Mottershead Foundation
The Rix Family Foundation
Todd Remington Professional Corp.
Valerie Bouey
Van Isle Explorers (Good Sam Club)
Victoria Wanderers RV Club
Western Canada Veterinary Eye Specialists
Woodland Park Elementary School
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RAISING OPPOSITES

LOVING TWO PUPS INTO THE LIVES THEY WERE BORN FOR.
by Lydia Stepanovic

I do not remember, exactly, who put Roxy (above) in my arms.
I do, however, remember feeling a bit scared. That was strange
because all week I was hyper-excited and happy. Who wouldn’t
be when they’re expecting their first puppy?
Rox was a charmer. She gave her love freely to everyone. She
made all feel loved and wanted. She had endless joy. I mean
that figuratively and literally. She was endless in everything that
she did. She loved to work. Long, hard, and fast.
Her energy, added onto her love distraction, directed her career
away from traditional service. This began when we tried to
move her along from Puppy Kindergarten to Beginner classes.
The move to Beginner was difficult for Rox, as it was often
outdoors or with higher levels of distraction (more dogs!).
Margaret and Tara helped us make the tough decision of not
going into the thick of class, but watching class from the safe,
lower energy sidelines where we could focus on her biggest
challenge, uncontainable joy and excitement for everyone and
everything. Watching, this was still oh so difficult for dear Rox,
as she could see all her siblings and potential friends just out of
reach.
One day, Tara saw us struggling so hard to get to class. Just
to get to the class. It was a field trip at Warner Loat Park. We
never made it. Instead, Rox was let loose with enthusiasm in the
off-leash area: a teaching tool for all the other PADS puppies
that were working on maintaining their focus. Rox was the crazy
distraction.
I got a call from Tara that week that she could see Rox’s
frustration, that PADS wanted her to put all her enthusiasm
into something she loved, and they didn’t believe it was life
as a service dog. She was tested for Detection training, her
weaknesses as a service dog suddenly became her strengths.
She passed and is now in SecuriGuard’s Detection training
program! Her infamous joy and persistence now a great strength
in her chosen career.
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I gave Rox her pet name, RoxEpox, for two reasons. One, she
had a strange compulsion to pick up rocks and give them to me;
and two, she stuck to me like glue..or so I thought at the time).
Rox left me on December 6th, 2016. While it seems the epoxy
bond broke...I have, yet, her little pile of rocks, and her impact
remains imprinted -- I have a stronger, more muscular heart
because of her.
On December 9th, 2016, Lisa gave me Quince (below and at
right). The little fluffball! Calm, peaceful, and loving. Everything
about her seems the polar opposite to RoxEpox. Quince sits on
the extreme opposite end of the energy spectrum. My worries
shifted: What if she does not have the drive to work, or give
up her task in favour of a nap, or that she’ll be nervous of the
scary world or that her puppy “Stranger Danger” will kick in and

she’ll bark. So, I work her hard, rewarding her enthusiastically
for effort over napping (did you know research on working dogs
shows nearly most of working drive is how it is encouraged,
not genetics!). Quince is maturing into a poised and confident
lady. With Rox, I talked calmly, lots of gentle, quiet words and
humming to slow and soothe her. With Quince, I still murmur
loving words, but we march with excitement, energy, and
confidence. I give copious amounts of verbal praise, and treats,
of course. I make Quince wait longer and with ever higher
distractions, because she can. When I push her, she takes a kind
of sweet, quiet satisfaction in working for me.
I can take Quince (at right with one of her buddies) places that I
would never have considered taking dear Rox. She slept through
the after part of our “Escape Room” adventure. In the “game
room” she didn’t care about crawling through the tunnels or
fake dead bodies. Quince was even able to take a Wilderness
1st aid course with me (though unlike me she chose to skip the
final so is not certified!).
With Rox, I felt like I did everything wrong. With Quince, I feel
like she is doing everything right. The truth is that no matter
what I do, they both will always remain exactly who they are:
hard-working, joyous bundles of unique personality making and
choosing their path (with a lots of love along the way).

ACCREDITED FACILITY DOG DAMON
WALKING THE JOURNEY TO COLLECTIVE HEALTH & WELLNESS
Accredited Facility Dog Damon was matched with Becky in February
2017. Becky works as the Chief Nursing Officer with the First
Nations Health Authority, leading and supporting nurses and
clinicians providing healthcare in partnership with the Indigenous
communities across the province. Damon helps support bridging
healthy relationships and partnerships with BC First Nations
Peoples and Communities.

There is not a day that goes by that Damon doesn’t elicit a smile, a
twinkle in someone’s eye, a laugh, a hug, and the gift of reflection
to remind all of what’s important. He swaggers when he walks,
he wiggles when he meets people, he smiles when he sits beside
you. Damon is an integral part of the collective journey to health
and wellness. She says he is a gift.

Early in their time together, Damon visited a community that held a
great deal of pain and historical trauma. Becky was nervous about
bringing Damon with her, not sure what the day would bring. As
they sat in circle, Damon positioned himself slightly behind and
to the left of the individual next to her. To be respectful of the
speaker, Becky chose not to reposition him as she thought it may
be distracting.
As the speaker began to share her story, she openly thanked
Damon for joining them in circle, specifically his Spirit—and the
gift of his Spirit that allowed her to tell the story of her family’s
trauma. She spoke directly to him, looking at him, while tears
ran down her face. She spoke for many minutes, and the room
was silent, taken in by her personal story. Damon leaned into the
speaker, she stroked him and he somehow invited her to continue
to share. Becky didn’t understand but came to learn that this
positioning of Damon’s is a traditional way of showing support for
someone in this culture—having their back. Without any specific
training in the matter, Damon just knew what to do.
Since being matched together, Damon has supported numerous
individuals and communities in crisis including Elders displaced
by wildfires, youth impacted by loss, and many other situations
where he was able to lend a soothing, healing spirit.
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JOIN US FOR THE 2ND ANNUAL

FEBRUARY 17, 2018

AT THE MOLSON CANADIAN THEATRE
AT HARD ROCK CASINO VANCOUVER

TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT PADS.CA/GALA

